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The sixth collection from Dublin 
cashmere designer Laura 

Chambers has landed and is 
one of her most vibrant to date. 
The sumptuously soft collection 
is designed and hand-loomed in 
Dublin using the highest quality 
Scottish and Italian milled cash-
mere. Pieces are sold exclusively 
through laura-chambers.com. 

Irish designers Lucy Nagle and 
Pippa O’Connor Ormond have 

teamed up for a special collection 
of sweaters and t-shirts, exclusively 
available on lucynagle.com. The 
100% merino wool jumpers and 
cashmere blend t-shirts are a clas-
sic staple that will last a lifetime if 
looked after well. If you’ve always 
wanted to add a Lucy Nagle piece 
to your wardrobe, now’s your 
chance as it’s her most affordable 
collection yet with prices ranging 
from €50 to €110.

If you’re on the lookout for a 
winter coat to see you through this 
season and many more to come, 
Brown Thomas has an excellent 
selection of investment styles that 
will last a lifetime. In their recent 
$:���VKRZFDVH�o� OP, directed by 
Perry Ogden and shot throughout 
the west of Ireland, the creative 
team beautifully displayed designs 
from Khaite, Jil Sander, Celine, 
Max Mara and more. Classic coat 
styles such as trench and military 
are given an oversized edge this 
winter, for a look that is polished 
and cool. 

Coloured diamonds have been growing in popularity in recent 
years, with more and more of us looking to make a state-
ment with our jewellery. Irish brand Juvi is well-loved for its 
delicate deigns, and its brand new Black Diamonds collection is 
something really special. Unlike traditional diamond pieces, Juvi 
has set shards of precious diamond into each of its 
pieces. Made with ethically sourced diamonds, 
the stunning collection is available in Brown 
Thomas Cork, Arnotts Dublin, Kilkenny stores 
and juvidesigns.com. Juvi ring (€149)

Black is the colour 

Coat of arms  

Khaite wool coat 
@ Brown Thomas 
(€3,730) 

soft 
STAPLES

Lucy x Pippa 
Bolt Sweater
(€100)

Laura Chambers 
Cashmere 
jumper (€395), 
skirt (€395)
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N
ew to Arnotts this season is 
label Custommade. Hailing 
from Copenhagen, the brand 
has a keen emphasis on clas-
sic shapes and smart tailoring 

with touches of drama, for pieces 
that are perfect for special occasions. 
It also has a focus on sustainability 
with its line By Numbers, where 
limited edition pieces are made us-
ing luxurious materials. Arnotts con-
tinues to celebrate Irish design this 
Autumn/Winter too, with standout 
pieces from Fee G, Caroline Kilkenny 
and more. 

A gorgeous collection 
of glasses has landed 
into Specsavers stores, 
as part of a collabora-
tion with DKNY. The 
streetwear-inspired 
range of 14 frames has 
something for everyone, 

with more out-there and 
UHo�QHG�VKDSHV�LQ�PDWWH�
DQG�VDWLQ�o�QLVKHV��DOO�
available in sun and op-
tical lenses. We love the 
simple two-tone look 
of these monochrome 
frames (€189). 

T
he support for buying Irish design has 
been incredible since the beginning of 
the year, as many of us have become 
acutely aware of how our buying habits 
could help to boost small businesses 

effected by the pandemic. Despite the chal-
lenging time for retailers, the creativity and 
talent of Irish makers has persevered, with 
many new labels launching this year. One of 
our favourites is eve ray, a brand new earrings 
label made in Ireland. Created by Maeve Barry, 

owner of accessories shop blondethestore.
com, eve ray has launched with a series of 
earrings inspired by the work of Spanish artist 
Joan Miró. Each piece was designed and made 
by Maeve using mirrored perspex material at 
her home in Dublin. Prices from €36 to €40 for 
these truly unique, statement pieces.

Above from left: Snobby Party Princess earrings 
(€38); Woman Star earrings (€40); Dancer ear-
rings (€36)

Chic and effortless, leather is a trend 
to try this season, as modelled ex-
pertly by The Style Fairy aka Naomi 
Clarke, for Littlewoods Ireland. 

ONE TO WATCH 
A brand new handbag 
line by Dublin-based 
designer Julie Peelo, 

is one to have on 
your radar. Launched 

in September with 
a concise collection 
of six styles, PEELO 
bags are made with 

luxurious Italian 
leather in small quan-

tities in Portugal. 

Prices from €120 
to €295; peelo.ie. 

Scandi
style

Custommade dress 
(€220), embellished collar 
(€98.37) @ Arnotts

Leather 
look

1

2

3

 1  Faux leather 
trousers (€45), 
mules (€35), shirt 
(€35), bag (€32), 
all V by Very 
@ Littlewoods 
Ireland 
 2  River Island 
(€80) 
 3  H&M Studio 
leather boots 
(€179.99) 

YOU’VE BEEN 
FRAMED
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